
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

  

  

  

 

   

  

First Step Development Group 

EMT SafeCall 360  
Safety and Security 
One press of the button or swipe of the SafeCall 360 Screen opens two-way 
voice communication with an emergency response center. The exact GPS 
location is transmitted ensuring the necessary emergency response any-time, 
anywhere, coast to coast. 
 
Geo-Fence Protection 
Caregivers can set a geo-fence providing wander prone seniors freedom to move 

about within a safe area. If the wearer wanders beyond the established geo-

fence an alert is sent and emergency responders can be dispatched to the exact 

location. 

Scheduling & Reminders 
Through the online portal or smartphone app, caregivers can easily enter 
important reminders. From doctor appointments to medication regiments wearers 
never have to worry about missing their important daily events. 

 Watch features include: 

 Emergency alarm activation via the press of a button or screen swipe 

 Industry standard digital alarm transmission 

 Visual and audible alert indicating alarm triggered, initiated, connected 

and reset 

 False alarm cancellation directly from the watch 

 Watch displays time, battery strength, local time, and signal strength 

 Audible and visual alert when outside of the geo-fence 

 Manual geo-fence alert cancellation from watch 

 Visual and audible reminder notifications on watch 

 On-line user portal and smart phone app: 

 Setup user profiles 

 Select automatic or manual time zone and analogue or 12 or 24 hour 

digital clock display 

 Establish a geo-fence using either a radius or polygon configuration 

 Create one-time or recurring reminders to be displayed on the watch 

 View status including location, battery and signal strength, and alert 

history 

 Watch location shown on map 

 All features available through the on-line portal and smart phone app 

Kit includes: watch, USB cable, power adaptor, pendant casing and 

lanyard  
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